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Both approaches of reputation assessment, a) as a probabilistic modelling of opinions,                       
and b) as group decision making, consider that the peer reviewers do not have the same                               
confidence and expertise in the topic they offer their opinion on. The aggregation process of                             
reviews must therefore take into account these heterogeneous situations and larger expertise                       
must weigh more in the global aggregation. The reputation assessment model will thus be                           
based on the concept that the reputation of the opinion source impacts the reliability of the                               
opinion itself. In addition, the model will be flexible with its opinion sources: it will use both                                 
explicit opinions (offered by peers in the form of formal reviews) and implicit opinions that can                               
be extracted from user behaviour (such as indirect quality indicators codified in the number of                             
visits and downloads), in situations where explicit opinions are sparse. This will partly address                           
the cold­start issue until expert reviews start accumulating in the system. 
Furthermore, our reputation model will include consensus measures to further                   
strengthen the validity of aggregation outcomes. This means that greater consensus on the                         
evaluation of a research work will count positively for the reputation of this work —five reviewers                               
agreeing a paper is “good” is different than two saying its “poor”, two “excellent” and one that is                                   
“good” despite that the aggregated average is the same. Algorithms, measures and techniques                         
developed for consensus assessment that will be implemented in our reputation model are                         
described in detail in [11,12]. What follows is a discussion of how the model proposes to                               
address common theoretical questions in the reputation assessment of research works, authors,                       
reviews and reviewers. 
The reputation of research works. This will essentially be a weighted aggregation of                         
the opinions it has received. This weighted aggregation is designed in such a way that takes                               
into consideration the reliability of those opinions, which we present below as the reputation of                             
reviews. The reputation model will be specifically designed for the purpose of this project, but                             
will be grounded on ideas and results from previous research [e.g., 6,7,9,10]. 
The reputation of authors. The reputation of an author will essentially be the                         
aggregation of the reputation of his or her research works. This aggregation process will be                             
determined by its “reliability parameter”, which is a measure that depends on several factors,                           
such as the number of opinions the research work has received. The technical details of the                               
above proposal for calculating the reputation of authors have already been presented in [10]                           
and evaluated in [11].  
The reputation of reviews. ​Just like research works, reviews will also receive opinions                         
by other peer reviewers and by the users of the system. Their reputation will be calculated by                                 
taking the following into consideration:  
● If no opinions are available, then the default reputation is based on the subjective                           
perception of the reviewer regarding his or her expertise/confidence. 
● As opinions become available, the reputation of a review becomes a weighted                       
aggregation of these opinions, where the weighting takes into consideration the reliability                       
of the opinions, inherited from the reputation of their source.  
Previous research of the IIIA group provides specific approaches for aggregating opinions [9],                         
whereas [3,6,7,10] provide information on assessing the reliability parameter. 
The reputation of reviewers. We consider that a reviewer’s default reputation when                       
his/her reviews have not received any opinions yet is his/her reputation as an author in this field.                                 
However, if the reviewer’s reviews have already received some opinions, then the reviewer’s                         
reputation becomes an aggregation of the reputation of the reviews. Again, this aggregation is                           
based on the concept that the influence of each review is determined by its “reliability                             
parameter”, which is a measure that depends on several factors, such as the number of                             
opinions the review has received. ​Again, [9] provides our approaches for aggregating opinions,                         
whereas [3,6,7,10] provide detailed information on assessing the reliability parameter. 
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